AUTOMATED ACCOUNTING

CASE STUDY

An insurer wanted an application that would allow its accounting department to automatically generate invoices
from policy information, perform cash applications for premium payments received, initiate collection processes
when needed, and update appropriate bank information.
We assembled a collaborative team that included members of the insurer’s staff along with experts from our
technology, development, and QA teams. Using the Agile methodology, we outlined a detailed four-month
timeline in which to complete the project.

THE TOOLBOX
We developed the application on the Microsoft .NET platform, using ASP.NET, C#, MVC with AngularLS, and SQL
Server 2012 as the databases. Driven by our insurance domain expertise, our application supported both the
functional business needs of the organization as well as the existing applications with which the new one would
interface. We also shared our extensive knowledge of banking and invoicing procedures with the insurer’s staff.
Our prior experience enabled us to pre-determine and mitigate some risks, including:

Dependence on
Enterprise Data
Warehouse to
get policy data
before the start
of QA for Sprint 1

The possibility
of scope creep
if requirements
or process flow
changed in the
project schedule

Limited
availability
of personnel
from the UAT
team during key
points in the
project plan

Incomplete
historical data

Local and
regional factors
that would
affect the
application’s
implementation
in different
geographies

SUCCESS METRICS
For the insurer to meaningfully assess the outcomes of the project, we applied detailed evaluative indicators
to the project:

Reduction of manual effort

Reduction of human or processing errors

Broader accessibility through a web-based application

Centralized access to information

Flexible configurability and limitless scalability

Mission accomplished.

Please contact us today to learn more about the ways in which we can help you achieve your success metrics.
Time and opportunity are passing you by.
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